Detection of phenotypic differences on human malignant melanoma lines and their variant sublines with monoclonal antibodies.
The hybridoma technique was used to generate monoclonal antibodies against a wide spectrum of melanoma-associated surface antigens. Mice were immunized against the human melanoma lines Mel A-375, SK Mel-25, and Mel S-5 (subclone of SK Mel-25), which differ with respect to a number of biological and biochemical properties. Spleen cells were fused with P3 X 63-AG8.653 myeloma cells. Twenty hybridomas producing antibodies that were negative on platelets, leukocytes, and monocytes but positive on melanoma cells were isolated and recloned. The specificity of antibodies was investigated on 30 human melanoma and nonmelanoma lines. Five groups of antibodies could be distinguished by their reactivity (1) with few melanoma lines and embryonic fibroblasts; (2) with melanoma, neuroblastoma, and teratoma; (3) with melanoma, neuroblastoma, glioblastoma, teratoma, and carcinoma; (4) with melanoma, teratoma, and carcinoma; and (5) with melanoma, neuroblastoma, teratoma, glioblastoma, carcinoma, embryonic fibroblasts, and B-lymphoblastoid cells. The antigen expression was qualitatively and quantitatively different from cell line to cell line. No evidence for melanoma-specific antigens was found. Eight antibodies were isolated detecting phenotypic differences on sublines of SK Mel-25.